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Occupancy sensors

X10 technology switches

Lights, ceiling fans, exhaust fans, entertainment items turned off automatically when nobody is in a room.
2012 DFW Solar Home Tour
Home Automation
2 Hour Example Log Showing Automatic Turn Off

- Kitchen fluorescents, pantry, util room fluorescent & gar hall lights turned off. 85 Time: 17:02:05  Date: 09/26/11
- Family fluorescent lights turned off. 85 Time: 17:02:18  Date: 09/26/11
- Playroom lights turned off. 85 Time: 17:10:36  Date: 09/26/11
- Bedroom hall lights turned off. John's bedroom and closet lights turned off. John's ceiling fan turned off (between sunrise/sunset). John's/Chris' bath lights and exhaust fan turned off. 85 Time: 17:21:29  Date: 09/26/11
- Pantry door opened. 85 Time: 17:31:41  Date: 09/26/11
- Zone 2 unoccupied. 85 Time: 17:51:29  Date: 09/26/11
- Kitchen fluorescents, pantry, util room fluorescent & gar hall lights turned off. 85 Time: 17:57:02  Date: 09/26/11
- Family fluorescent lights turned off. 85 Time: 18:02:51  Date: 09/26/11
- Zone 1 occupied. 85 Time: 18:07:59  Date: 09/26/11
- Playroom lights turned off. 85 Time: 18:19:58  Date: 09/26/11
- Master bedroom and hall lights turned off. Master bedroom ceiling fan turned off. 85 Time: 18:22:59  Date: 09/26/11
- Zone 2 occupied. 85 Time: 18:30:10  Date: 09/26/11
- Master bedroom and hall lights turned off. Master bedroom ceiling fan turned off. 85 Time: 18:40:44  Date: 09/26/11
- Pantry door opened. 85 Time: 18:44:44  Date: 09/26/11
- Master bath lights, ceiling fan, and exhaust fans turned off. 85 Time: 18:54:56  Date: 09/26/11
- Zone 3 unoccupied. 85 Time: 19:07:43  Date: 09/26/11